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One of the challenges of
communication is that we may
not have the same meanings
as the people we communicate
with. Even with our children,
we may have very different
meanings.
For example, if your son comes
home from school and says he
has had trouble with his teacher,
you might ask, “What did you
do to make the teacher mad?”
When we ask that question, we
are looking for more information
so we can help the child be better
behaved.
What do you think is the meaning when we ask, “What did you
do to make the teacher mad?”
It’s possible that the child feels
accused, feels that you care more
about the teacher than about
him, that no one understands
him, or that you don’t care
about his feelings.

So what can you
do to communicate
better?

Take time to discover
children’s meanings
A very important way to build
a relationship with children
is to ask questions about their
interests, activities, and feelings.
The questions should not sound
like a policeman trying to get
information from them. They
should sound like a concerned
parent showing interest in and
respect for them. For example:
• “How did your project at

One of the most important
times to understand children’s
feelings is when they have strong
feelings. If your child has just
told you about trouble with his
teacher, you might say one of
the following:

In order to be effective at this
part of communication, you
should concentrate on what the
child says, try to notice how the
child feels, and ask questions
that help you understand better.

• “How did you feel about what
your teacher did?”

Can you provide some examples
from your experience with your
child(ren)?

• “That sounds like it was very
embarrassing.”

______________________________

• “I wonder if you felt angry.”

______________________________
______________________________

The first step in effective
communication is taking
time to understand. Some
parents/caregivers worry that
showing understanding means
that the parent agrees with
the child’s behavior. The fact
that you understand how your
children feel does not necessarily
mean that you agree with their
behavior. It means that you
care about their feelings! That
is a very important message.
Of course, after you have
understood, it’s good to find
a solution to the problem.
You don’t need to decide
whether the child or the teacher
was to blame. Teaching children
how to behave is what matters.
You can simply ask, “What do
you need to do to prevent trouble
with your teacher in the future?”
If the child feels safe and
understood, then he should
be willing to think of ways
to prevent future trouble.
As a parent/caregiver you
can help the child think of
possibilities: “Would it help
to sit by different friends’?”
“Do you need to tell your
friends that you want to finish
your work before you talk?”

______________________________
______________________________
In order to understand children’s
meanings, it is often helpful to
stop what you’re doing, sit at
their level, and, if you’re listening to a small child, put her in
your lap. Even if the child is
older, you might put a hand on
her shoulder or arm, look into
her face, and concentrate on
what she says. Of course, if the
child is uncomfortable being
held, don’t try to force contact.
As you listen to the child, you
may be tempted to argue or
correct. What is the message you
send to if you argue with him or
correct him? Is that the message
you want to send? Wouldn’t it be
more helpful to listen, understand, and help him make decisions?

The first step in
effective communication
is taking time
to understand

Send clear
and encouraging
messages
The next step in being an
effective communicator is to
send clear messages. Do our
discussions with our children
ever sound like the following?
Why aren’t you up? Are you
going to sleep all day? Who said
you could use that? Clean the
dishes off the table. Hurry up
and get dressed. Why did you
put that on? Turn down the
radio. Have you made the bed
yet? That skirt is too short.
Your room is a mess. Stand
up straight. Can’t you get
anything right? Clean your plate.
Quit chewing your gum like that.
I don’t care if everyone else does
have one. Have you done
your homework? Don’t slouch.
You didn’t make the bed.
Look it up in the dictionary.
Get off the phone. Why do you
do that? Turn the music down.
Take the dog out. Turn that radio
off and go to sleep.
We may think that such
messages teach children to be
responsible. But when most of
the messages a child receives
are negative, the child may
feel dumb and unloved. The
child gets instructions. But the
other message that comes with
nagging, reminding, criticizing,
threatening, lecturing, questioning, advising, evaluating, telling,
and demanding is that the child
is dumb or bad. The child can
get very discouraged.

Adults can learn to send clear and
encouraging messages to their
children. Consider the following:
Good morning. Thank you
for hanging up your pajamas.
Thank you for cleaning your plate.
I’m glad you got yourself dressed.
Please help me?
Sometimes it’s hard to be
encouraging because we’re so
worn out, tired, unhappy, or angry.
It’s easy to feel overwhelmed with
all that a parent/caregiver is
expected to do.
Sometimes we try to express
feelings to our children when we
feel angry. Usually that is a bad idea.
If you feel like hurting or insulting
the child, wait until you have had
time to calm down before you try
to discuss your feelings. After you
have had time to settle down, you
may be able to share your feelings
without insulting the child.
Taking time to encourage children
pays off. And it’s easier to deal
with a child who feels understood,
valued, and encouraged.
There’s another kind of clear
message that is important:
the relationship message.
A relationship message is any
message that tells a person he’s
important to you. For example:
• “I really enjoy being with you.”
• “Thank you for being a helper.”
• “You’re a big help. I appreciate it.”
• “Will you come with me to the
store? I like to have you with me.”
By regularly sending positive
relationship messages, we can
make it clear to our children that
we value them, respect them,
and love to be with them.

Share your feeling
s
in helpful ways

When it’s necess
ar y to share som
e hurt or
frustration with yo
ur child, there are
effective
ways to do it. One
way is to use “I” m
essages.
“I” messages are
different from “you
” messages
in which a person
blames: “You mak
e me so
mad.” “You’re so in
considerate.” “You
” messages
hurt people.
In an “I” message
; a person shares
her feelings
without blaming. A
n “I” message usua
lly takes
the form:
“When (describe
what happens that
is
a problem), I feel
(describe the feel
ing).”
For example:
■ “When I see m
ud on the floor,
I feel discouraged
or angr y.”
■ “When you hit
your brother,
I feel sad and angr
y.”
■ “When you leav
e your backpack
on the floor, I feel
frustrated.”
■ “When you ask
me questions
while I’m on the ph
one, I feel trapped
.”
The key to a succ
essful “I” message
is that it
informs the child
of your feelings w
ithout insulting
or blaming. A good
“I” message also
lets the child
know what he is do
ing that is causin
g trouble.
Sometimes when
we’ve had a bad
day
and are feeling ve
ry tired, it’s good
to let our
children know ho
w we feel so they
won’t think
they’re causing ou
r crankiness. We
might say,
“I’m very tired toda
y. I’m sorr y I may
be cross.
Let’s be extra care
ful today so we w
on’t irritate
each other.”

